I will now begin the presentation of the results for the first quarter of the
fiscal year ending Mar. 31, 2020 (FY2019/1Q).

The highlights of our FY2019/1Q results are summarized here.
Although operating revenues decreased by 17.4 billion yen year-on-year
to 1,159.3 billion yen and operating profit by 31.2 billion yen year-onyear to 278.7 billion yen, we achieved a favorable progress toward our
full-year guidance.

Profit attributable to shareholders of NTT DOCOMO, INC. recorded a
year-on-year drop of 26 billion yen to 192.3 billion yen. Adjusted free
cash flow, on the other hand, grew by 104.3 billion yen to 151.5 billion
yen.
Although we recorded a decrease in both revenues and profit, as we
presented in our medium-term management strategy, this fiscal year we
aim to establish a solid path toward profit recovery by strengthening our
customer base through our new rate plans, “Gigaho” and “Gigalight,”
steadily expanding Smart life business and Other businesses and
delivering cost efficiency improvement larger than last year.

This slide shows the results by segment.
In “Telecommunications business,” operating revenues and profit
decreased by 18.4 billion yen and 35.4 billion yen, respectively, compared
to the same period of the previous fiscal year.
As for “Smart life business” and “Other businesses” combined, operating
revenues and operating profit recorded a year-on-year increase of 2
billion yen and 4.2 billion yen, respectively.

This slide explains the key factors behind the year-on-year changes in
operating profit. Operating revenues posted a decrease of 17.4 billion
yen due mainly to:
- A decrease in mobile communications services revenues of 18.6 billion
yen due to the expanded impact from the customer return measures;
- An increase of optical-fiber broadband service revenues of 11.8 billion
yen;
- An increase in other operating revenues of 0.3 billion yen; and
- A drop in selling revenues of 11 billion yen owing to a reduction in the
number of wholesale handsets sold, etc.
Operating expenses recorded an increase of 13.8 billion yen due mainly
to a rise in point expenses, etc., but this was already factored in our
business plan.
Consequently, operating profit amounted to 278.7 billion yen, down 31.2
billion yen year-on-year.
As I mentioned earlier, we achieved a favorable progress in FY2019/1Q
vis-a-vis our full-year guidance.

This is about “d POINT CLUB” membership.
The total number of “d POINT CLUB” members reached 71.31 million as
of Jun. 30, up 7% from the number a year ago.
Among them, the total number of “d POINT CARD registrants” (i.e., the
number of users who can earn and use points at participating stores)
grew 44% in the last 12 months to 36.16 million.

As for the operational performance of our telecommunications business,
the total number of mobile telecommunications subscriptions grew to
78.90 million, up 3% year-on-year.
Churn rate excluding MVNO subscriptions was 0.58%.
The handset churn rate, in particular, achieved a significant improvement
to 0.45% as we successfully reduced churns through the introduction of
the new rate plans, enrichment of our “d POINT” loyalty program and
addition of new services pivoted on our membership base.

The total number of smartphone and tablet users increased by 5% from
the level a year ago to 40.87 million.
The total number of “docomo Hikari” subscriptions increased by 18%
year-on-year to 5.99 million as of Jun. 30, and continued to grow
thereafter to surpass the 6 million mark on Jul. 8.

The new rate plans launched on Jun. 1 are enjoying great reviews from
customers.
We received many subscription applications from May 22 when we began
accepting pre-orders, and the total number of applications reached 3.75
million as of Jul. 23. The subscriptions to “Gigaho,” the plan designed for
heavy data users, accounted for slightly less than 30% of the total.

Some 85% of the new rate plan subscribers have applied “Minna
DOCOMO Wari”—a program that offers a discount of 1,000 yen/month to
users joining a family group (that can be formed with relatives within the
third degree of kinship) with more than three people, and 500 yen to
those forming a family group with two people. Many users appreciate
true value and benefits in the new rate plans, and we hear many users
voicing their willingness “to continue using DOCOMO” and opinions that
our “rate structure became easier to understand.”
We will continue to facilitate users’ migration to the new rate plans
leveraging “rate consultation fairs” held at docomo Shops and one-to-one
approaches, etc.

Regarding our ARPU performance, the FY2019/1Q aggregate ARPU
(including the impact of discounts) was 4,770 yen.
Despite the steady increase in “docomo Hikari” subscriptions, the
aggregate ARPU dropped by 30 yen year-on-year due primarily to the
expanded impact from the customer return measures.

About our cost efficiency improvement efforts.
In the first quarter of FY2019, we delivered cost efficiency improvement
totaling 20 billion yen, a progress more or less in line with our plan.
We will continue to address efficiency improvement to deliver on our fullyear target of 130 billion yen.

The operating profit from Smart life business and Other businesses for
FY2019/1Q increased by 10% year-on-year to 47.5 billion yen.
During the first quarter, we performed a review on the service categories
comprising Smart life business, and integrated content/commerce with
lifestyle services.

The contribution from each category to the quarterly operating profit of
47.5 billion yen was as follows:
- Content/lifestyle (e.g., dTV, DAZN for docomo, etc.) accounted for
approximately 15%;
- Finance/payment (e.g., d CARD, d Payment, etc.) approximately 20%;
- Support services for customers’ peace of mind (e.g., Mobile Device
Protection Service) approximately 45%; and
- Others including enterprise solutions approximately 15%.

With respect to our finance/payment services, the total transactions
processed with our finance/payment services grew by 28% year-on-year
to 1,130 billion yen, of which the proportion of transactions handled with
“d CARD” accounted for 910 billion yen, recording an increase of 27%
year-on year.
The total “d CARD” members grew by 5% from the number a year ago to
20.18 million.
The number of “d CARD GOLD” members continued to expand, reaching
5.62 million as of Jun. 30, up 32% from a year earlier.

Here are the initiatives that we are undertaking to expand smartphone payments.
For “d Payment,” we have successfully expanded its user base and merchant
network, and the cumulative number of “d Payment” app downloads topped 7
million on Jul. 14.
The total number of locations where our payment/point services are available (i.e.,
places where “d POINT,” “iD” or “d Payment” can be used) increased at a favorable
pace to 1.11 million locations nationwide.
As we announced in May, we are adding new features to the “d Payment” app,
launching in June the “scan” payment capability that completes the transactions
just by scanning the bar code in each shop. In September, we plan to introduce a
new wallet capability the enables money remittance between “d Payment” app
users. Further down the line, we plan to install mini apps within the “d Payment
app” to allow users to use the services provided by each merchant via “d Payment”
app.
We will continue to add new features and expand our offerings so that users can
use “d Payment” in a wide variety of payment scenes, thereby providing
convenience and benefits to our customers’ everyday lives.

Some comments on our “d POINT” program.
As a result of our continued efforts to expand “d POINT” partner stores,
the total number of “d POINTs” used grew by 15% year-on-year to 46.9
billion points, of which usage at “d POINT” partner stores accounted for
26 billion points, or 55% of the total.

Meanwhile, the number of “d POINT” partners grew at a favorable pace
to 476.
We also commenced in June the “d POINT Super Reward Program”.
Going forward, we will actively implement various measures to make the
point program even more attractive and convenient both for our
members and partners.

This slide shows the expansion of “+d” value co-creation partners.
The number of partners continued to increase at a steady pace to 925
organizations, including the names listed on this slide.
Together with our partners, we will continue to accelerate the value cocreation activities under the “+d” program.

From here, I will talk about our 5G initiatives.
We are currently moving forward with the rollout of 5G network.
We plan to launch 5G pre-commercial service taking the opportunity of
the Rugby World Cup games in September.
For consumers, we will provide the opportunity to take a glimpse of the
world in the 5G era through various events including the Rugby World
Cup games.
For enterprises, we will accelerate our efforts for regional vitalization and
solution of social issues, joining forces with our business partners.

As we announced in our press release today, we will deliver a new sport
viewing style leveraging 5G during the Rugby World Cup 2019 games to
be hosted in Japan from Sept. 20.
Specifically, at eight stadiums across Japan, using the 5G handsets that we
prepare, we plan to offer a game-viewing assistance service that delivers
multi-angle video images, player data and other supplementary
information.
In the live viewing venues in Tokyo, we plan to realize a spectacular game
viewing experience leveraging multiple high-resolution video feeds and
audio transmitted via the 5G network.

At the Tokyo Game Show, which will start on Sept. 12 ahead of the
scheduled launch of our 5G pre-commercial service, as the “official 5G
connectivity sponsor” of the show, we will exhibit the world to be
brought about by 5G at our booth.
Joining forces with partners who are drawing a lot of attention in the
gaming industry, we will propose new worlds of game through e-sports
events that host multiple simultaneous matches and new game-viewing
experiences.
We will look into various measures that will allow people to experience
5G, including live music performances and other events.

Next, about our endeavors in the enterprise space.
During the period between March and June 2019, we organized “5G
Business Camp” at six locations across Japan, garnering the participation
of approximately 2,500 people representing roughly 1,000 companies.
We are in the process of converting the various video transmission and
xR solutions, etc. (including the 33 use cases that we exhibited in the
camp) into practical services toward the launch of our 5G precommercial service.
The total number of organizations participating in the DOCOMO 5G Open
Partner Program exceeded 2,800 as of Jun. 30. We will continue our
efforts to create many new businesses in collaboration with our partners.
Prior to the official launch of the 5G pre-commercial service, we plan to
organize a presentation session on Sept. 18, during which we will unveil
the details of our 5G pre-commercial service. During this session, we
plan to perform demonstrations of some consumer services and
enterprise solutions. Please look forward to it.

Here, I will give you an update on the progress of implementation of our
Medium-Term strategy 2020 “Declaration beyond.”
As for the initiatives to deliver “value and excitement to customers,”
under Declaration 1, we will make functional enhancements to the
“+Message” service, enabling direct message exchange between
customers and enterprises.
Under Declaration 2, we developed a blade-free drone.
And under Declaration 3, we improved our web site enabling detailed
rate simulations and making it easier to understand for customers, in a
bid to accelerate customer migration to web-based services, thereby
mitigating the congestion at our physical shops. To offer our customers
with enhanced convenience, we will continue to make functional
enhancements to our web and phone-based procedures.

With respect to initiatives for “value co-creation with partners,” we have
taken the following steps.
Under Declaration 4, we developed solutions for foreign visitors/residents
in Japan.
Under Declaration 5, we started offering “docomo IoT Manufacturing Line
Analysis” to manufacturers.
And under Declaration 6, we started the provision of “Fan Connect SP”
solution, a marketing platform targeting members, which provides endto-end support to our business partners for the execution and effect
verification of sampling surveys or campaigns.
Other than what I introduced today, many other initiatives are currently
underway. We will accelerate these initiatives to deliver on “Declaration
beyond” and realize a richer future.

About our share repurchase program.
The progress achieved in the first quarter is presented here.
In the period between May 7 through June 30, 2019, we acquired
approximately 19.45 million shares worth approximately 48.2 billion yen
through market purchase on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
The remaining authorization is approximately 251.8 billion yen.
We will continue to buy back shares through market purchase.

A summary of our FY2019/1Q results is provided here.

We position FY2019 as the year to “execute ‘change’ to propel further
growth.”
In the first quarter, we launched our new rate plans in a preemptive
move to reinforce our competitiveness in anticipation of the changes in
market environment. We will continue our endeavors to solidify our
customer base by making the optimal proposal to each and every
customer.
We will continue the buildout of 5G coverage in various areas of Japan
toward the scheduled launch of pre-commercial service, while moving
forward with the value co-creation activities with a wide range of
partners to facilitate regional vitalization and solution of social issues.

